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Abstract1

Multi-component phase separation is emerging as a key mechanism for the forma-2

tion of biological condensates that play essential roles in signal sensing and transcrip-3

tional regulation. The molecular factors that dictate these condensates’ stability and4

spatial organization are not fully understood, and it remains challenging to predict5

their microstructures. Using a near-atomistic, chemically accurate force field, we stud-6

ied the phase behavior of chromatin regulators that are crucial for heterochromatin7

organization and their interactions with DNA. Our computed phase diagrams recapit-8

ulated previous experimental findings on different proteins. They revealed a strong9

dependence of condensate stability on the protein-DNA mixing ratio as a result of10

balancing protein-protein interactions and charge neutralization. Notably, a layered11

organization was observed in condensates formed by mixing HP1, histone H1, and12

DNA. This layered organization may be of biological relevance as it enables cooper-13

ative DNA packaging between the two chromatin regulators: histone H1 softens the14

DNA to facilitate the compaction induced by HP1 droplets. Our study supports near15

atomistic models as a valuable tool for characterizing the structure and stability of16

biological condensates.17
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Introduction18

Compartmentalization allows eukaryotic cells to coordinate biochemical reactions with high19

specificity and efficiency. In addition to traditional membrane-enclosed compartments, recent20

studies have uncovered a variety of membraneless organelles.1–4 These organelles are dynamic21

and can adjust their composition in response to ligand binding and chemical modifications,522

rendering them ideal designs for signal sensing.6 Membraneless organelles are prevalent in23

the cytosol, with examples including P granules,7 stress granules,8 etc. They are frequently24

found in the nucleus as well9 and may underlie the organization of heterochromatin,10–12 su-25

perenhancers,13 nuclear speckles,,14 and nucleoli.15,16 Despite their distinct composition and26

cellular localization, membraneless organelles appear to share a common formation mecha-27

nism known as liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS).17,18 LLPS can be driven by multivalent28

interactions between intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs), which are frequently found in29

the organelles.19,2030

Besides IDPs, membraneless organelles often contain RNA and DNA molecules as well.17,18,2131

The complex phase behavior of such multi-component systems is becoming increasingly ap-32

preciated.22,23 The presence of nucleotides can give rise to a scaffold-client mechanism to33

drive the phase separation of IDPs that do not aggregate on their own.24,25 The stability34

of the formed condensates exhibits nonmonotonic dependence on nucleotide concentration,35

giving rise to the so-called reentrant phase separation.26,27 Further, multiple component36

phase separation supports novel outcomes not present in binary polymer-solvent mixtures.37

For example, the condensate composition and the molar fraction of individual components38

can be fine-tuned by adjusting their interaction strength.23,28 Rather than a homogeneous39

mixture, droplets may instead exhibit a layered organization with subcompartments, which40

has indeed been observed in nucleoli15 and speckles.29 Finally, multiple demixed droplets41

without interfacial contacts can also form.30–3242

General principles of multi-component phase separation are beginning to emerge.22,2343

Electrostatic interactions between charged molecules have received great attention, and the44
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complex coacervation mechanism serves as a powerful theoretical framework for studying45

condensate stability.33,34 Jacobs and Frenkel showed that demixed states could form in the46

presence of large fluctuations of intermolecular interaction strengths, facilitating the coexis-47

tence of multiple organelles.30 In addition to demixed states, Pappu and coworkers further48

found that single condensates but with layered organization and subcompartments could49

form for certain interaction patterns.15,35,36 The precise morphology of the droplet with50

multiple coexisting phases is dependent on their interfacial tension and volume fractions.3751

Despite these advances in understanding multi-component phase separation, predicting the52

microstructures of the multi-component condensates remains challenging. The variety of53

possible outcomes in spatial organization places a high demand on the model accuracy.54

In this work, we simulated LLPS and the organization of multi-component systems with55

a near-atomistic model. We focused on the phase behavior of chromatin regulators that play56

crucial roles in heterochromatin formation and gene silencing, including heterochromatin57

protein 1 (HP1) and histone H1.2,38 A recently developed force field, MOFF,39 that is well58

suited for simulating both ordered and disordered proteins was combined with a chemically59

accurate DNA model40 to study protein-DNA condensates. Our simulations resolved the60

difference of various chromatin regulators in their phase behaviors and their association61

with DNA molecules. A linear model that accounts for both protein-protein interactions62

and system net charges can quantitatively reproduce the critical temperature for various63

systems and provides insight into the stability of biological condensates. Furthermore, DNA64

molecules can act as bridging agents to support layered organization in ternary systems that65

mix them with HP1α and H1. Such a layered organization promotes collaboration between66

the two chromatin regulators to compact DNA and possibly package heterochromatin. Our67

study on HP1 homologs further supports a model proposed by Keenen et al.,41 in which68

the formation of heterodimers may destabilize HP1α/DNA condensates. We conclude that69

near-atomistic modeling is useful for predicting the microstructures and phase behavior of70

multi-component systems and uncovering the design principles of biomolecular condensates.71
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Figure 1: Overview of sequence and structural features of the three chromatin regulators.
The boxes indicate folded domains, while grey lines correspond to disordered regions. Num-
bers in parentheses represent the net charge of each protein. The structures shown on the
right are the most likely conformations determined from simulations39 and include dimers
for HP1 proteins and a monomer for H1.

Results72

Near-atomistic modeling resolves the distinct phase behavior of73

chromatin regulators74

To study multi-component LLPS of biological significance, we characterized the phase be-75

havior of three chromatin regulator proteins, HP1α, HP1β, and histone H1 (Figure 1 and76

Table S1-S2), with DNA. All proteins consist of both folded and disordered regions. The77

two folded domains of HP1 include a chromodomain (CD) that recognizes methylated N-78

terminal tails of histone H3 (H3K9me3) and a chromoshadow domain (CSD) that enables79

dimerization.42–44 The globular domain of H1 was frequently found to bind near nucleosome80

dyad and contact linker DNA.38,45 Meanwhile, the disordered regions in these proteins can81
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drive their LLPS when mixed with DNA.24,41,46,47 As such, they serve as ideal model systems82

to investigate how interactions between proteins and nucleic acids contribute to the stability83

of biological condensates.84

Structural characterization of chromatin regulators is challenging, and their inclusion85

of both folded and disordered domains places a high demand on the force field accuracy.86

We previously introduced MOFF,39 a coarse-grained protein force field that succeeds in87

predicting the size of disordered proteins and in folding certain globular proteins. When88

applied to HP1α and HP1β, MOFF predicted the radius of gyration (Rg) with values that89

match small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) results. Further, consistent with the observation90

that HP1α can phase separate more readily than HP1β,10,12,48,49 the critical temperature of91

phase separation (TC) for HP1α determined using MOFF is higher than that for HP1β.92

We carried out slab simulations for histone H1 and found that it does not phase separate93

under all conditions we tested (Figure 2B and Figure S1). This result is in agreement with94

previous experiments,46,50 and is likely due to H1’s large net positive charge.95

We further combined MOFF with the MRG-CG DNA model40 to study the impact96

of DNA molecules on protein phase separation. Accounting for the DNA is crucial for a97

more biologically relevant scenario since chromatin regulators primarily reside inside the98

nucleus filled with DNA. Numerous studies have shown that DNA could significantly alter99

both the thermodynamics and kinetics of phase separation.51–53 The DNA model represents100

each nucleotide with one bead and reproduces the persistence length at the physiological101

salt concentration (Figure S2). Protein-DNA interactions were adjusted to reproduce the102

binding free energy for a set of complexes (Figure S3). With this calibrated force field and103

the slab simulation methodology,39,54 we constructed phase diagrams for each protein at104

different ratios of protein (dimers of HP1 or monomers of H1) to a 50-bp-long DNA, while105

keeping the total number of molecules fixed at 100.106

The three proteins exhibit striking differences in their interaction with DNA molecules107

(Figure 2). In agreement with experimental findings, HP1α and H1, but not HP1β, can phase108
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Figure 2: Phase diagrams of proteins and protein-DNA mixtures. (A) Example configura-
tions of 1 HP1α (blue) : 1 DNA (red) above and below TC . (B) Phase diagrams of protein
systems without DNA. The small concentration values for H1 indicate that it does not phase
separate on its own. Results for HP1 homologs are adapted with permission from Ref.39

Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society. (C-E) Phase diagrams and critical tempera-
tures of HP1α (C), HP1β (D), and H1 (E) at different mixing ratios with DNA.

separate at room temperature at certain protein-DNA ratios.10,24,41 Notably, the response of109

TC to DNA concentration varies dramatically from protein to protein. HP1α favors an equal110

protein to DNA ratio (1HP1α:1DNA), but these effects are relatively subtle, and the TC111

stays between 361 K and 383 K for all mixing ratios. On the other hand, while H1 similarly112

favors the equal mixing ratio, its critical temperature changed from 382 K at 1H1:1DNA113

to 191 K at 1H1:3DNA. Indeed, experiments have shown that similar ratios are favored for114

both HP1α and H1.24,41 Meanwhile, 3HP1β:1DNA is preferred over other setups.115
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Sequence-specific interactions and charge balance dictate conden-116

sate stability117

The apparent disparity in the protein-DNA ratio of the most stable condensates motivated118

us to search for a better theoretical understanding of their stability. One possible quantity119

of importance is the net system charge, Q. Through a complex coacervation mechanism,33,55120

for which electrostatic interactions between oppositely charged polyelectrolytes dominate the121

system, low levels of DNA can enhance condensate formation, whereas high levels can cause122

their dissolution. The optimal DNA ratio for maximum stability is expected to neutral-123

ize the overall charge of the condensate.26–28 While it may explain the results for H1, the124

charge-balance mechanism fails to reconcile the differences across proteins. In particular,125

HP1 molecules are negatively charged themselves and cannot approach a neutral droplet126

(Figure 3A), but nevertheless form more stable condensates with DNA than H1. As such,127

more refined mechanisms must be utilized to understand the properties of these condensates.128

One key component ignored in the above charge-balance argument is the short-range van129

der Walls interactions between protein molecules. From the Flory–Huggins theory of mixing130

for polymer solutions,56 it is well known that TC depends linearly on the interaction energy131

between proteins, Epp. Therefore, we included both factors in a linear regression model to132

fit TC estimated from slab simulations and obtained133

TC/K = 13.27× Epp + 2.60× 105 × |Q|−1 + 234. (1)

We estimated Epp from the binding free energy curves for two HP1 dimers or two H1134

monomers (Figure S4).135

This linear model for TC fits our data well (Figure 3B), while neither Q nor Epp alone can136

provide fits of comparable quality (Figure S5). Further, it provides an intuitive explanation of137

our simulated trends. For example, HP1α-DNA condensates are stable across many protein-138

DNA ratios due to the strong protein-protein interactions and HP1α’s relatively small net139
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Figure 3: Predicting the critical temperature, TC , of multi-component phase separation. (A)
TC as a function of the net system charge (Q) for the three chromatin regulators mixed
at different ratios with DNA molecules. (B) Comparison between simulated TC and values
obtained through linear regression, given in Eq. 1. ρ is the Pearson correlation coefficient
between the two data sets, and the dashed diagonal line was provided as a guide to the eye.
The arrow draws attention to the largest outlier, 1H1:3DNA.

charge. In comparison, condensates formed with HP1β are less stable as the corresponding140

Epp is negative, and the protein is more negatively charged. Finally, the strong dependence of141

H1-DNA condensate stability on the protein-DNA ratio arises from the competition between142

the repulsive H1-H1 and attractive protein-DNA interactions.143

However, given its simplicity, we do not expect the linear model to account for all the144

complex behaviors of protein-DNA condensates. In particular, a mean-field model of the145

electrostatic contribution to the free energy based on charge density is insufficient for poly-146

electrolytes.57 The polymer topology places significant constraints on charge distribution.147
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Both HP1α and HP1β bind favorably with DNA despite their overall negative charge (Fig-148

ure S6). Therefore, the simple dependence on net charge cannot explain the enhanced phase149

separation upon introducing DNA because of favorable protein-DNA interactions. In ad-150

dition, the tight binding between histone H1 and DNA may give rise to magic number151

effects.58,59 Contributions from configurational entropy to phase separation in such systems152

become essential but are not captured by either Epp or Q. Therefore, H1 systems often153

appear as outliers of the linear fit.154

DNA bridging drives layered organization in ternary systems155

As they coexist inside the nucleus, chromatin regulators may cooperate or compete when156

binding with DNA. Prior in vivo studies have suggested that HP1 and H1 localize together157

in heterochromatic regions.50 The microscopic structures of such ternary systems are poorly158

characterized. Recent studies have shown that three-component systems with solvent can159

give rise to complex multiphase scenarios, including demixed droplets, a condensed ho-160

mogenous phase, or a layered organization with sub-compartments.35,60 We determined the161

temperature-density phase diagrams for ternary complexes to study both their structural162

organization and stability.163

We performed slab simulations with 1HP1α:1H1:2DNA and 1HP1α:1HP1β:2DNA at164

various temperatures to probe the density of condensed and dilute phases (see Table S1 for165

simulation details). As shown in Figure 4, both systems display upper critical temperatures166

comparable to 1HP1α:1DNA. Therefore, H1 and HP1β do not seem to impact the stability of167

condensates formed by HP1α and DNA. This observation is in strong contrast to the phase168

diagrams of protein-only mixtures. As shown in Figure S7, both H1 and HP1β destabilize169

condensates formed only with HP1α, preventing LLPS at room temperature. The desta-170

bilizing effect likely stems from the repulsive interactions between H1-H1 and HP1β-HP1β171

(Figure S4). The shape of the ternary complex phase diagrams also appears different from172

that of protein-DNA condensates shown in Figure 2. For example, two regimes can often173
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Figure 4: Phase diagrams of ternary systems with implicit solvation for HP1α-H1-DNA (A)
and HP1α-HP1β-DNA (B) mixtures. Abbreviations are used for different biomolecules (α -
HP1α, H - H1, D - DNA, β - HP1β). The result for 1HP1α:1DNA is included for comparison.

be seen. The two regimes are particularly visible for 1HP1α:1HP1β:2DNA, supporting the174

definition of two critical temperatures (Figure S8).175

We further examined the structures to better understand the stability of the ternary mix-176

tures and interpret the phase diagrams. At low temperatures, both systems formed a layered177

organization, which corresponds to a demixed state with two contacting liquid phases that178

differ in their relative composition.35 The layered organization can be readily seen in the179

z-density profile of the simulated condensates. For both systems, HP1α is concentrated in180

the middle of the slab, with H1 or HP1β residing at the exterior (Figure 5A,C). The inclu-181

sion of DNA in both liquids reduces the surface tension between them to prevent complete182

separation. The stability of the two systems differs dramatically, however. For example,183
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Figure 5: Slab density profiles support layered organizations in ternary mixtures. (A) At
300 K for 1HP1α (blue) : 1H1 (green) : 2DNA (red), HP1α coalesces toward the center of
the droplet, with H1 to the outside. (B) Still below TC for 1HP1α:1H1:2DNA at 350 K, the
layered organization becomes less evident and molecules are more uniformly distributed in
the condensates. (C) Below TC1 (250 K) for 1HP1α (blue) : 1HP1β (purple) : 2DNA (red),
HP1α coalesces toward the center of the droplet, with HP1β to the outside. (D) Below TC2

(300 K) for 1HP1α:1HP1β:2DNA, HP1β/DNA complexes begin to fall off the condensate,
leaving behind a state enriched in HP1α.

the condensate with H1 remains stable at 300 K, supporting the biological relevance of the184

layered organization. On the other hand, the condensate with HP1β tends to shed off HP1β185
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at high temperatures, resulting in more homogeneous phases that are increasingly enriched186

with HP1α (Figure 5D). We note that, because of the strong electrostatic interactions in187

these systems, simulations starting from different initial configurations produced slightly dif-188

ferent z-density profiles. However, the formation of layered organizations is robust and can189

be seen in all simulations (Figure S9).190

Therefore, the condensates of ternary systems are made up of two liquid phases enriched191

and depleted of HP1α. Their temperature-density phase diagrams can indeed be under-192

stood from studies on partially miscible liquids.61 For HP1α-HP1β-2DNA, the system first193

undergoes a “boiling” process to dissociate HP1β/DNA complexes at TC1 (see Figure 4B194

and Figure 5D). The second transition corresponds to the vapor-liquid phase separation of195

HP1α and DNA, and the corresponding TC2 is comparable to that of the binary mixtures.196

On the other hand, the two phases in HP1-H1-2DNA become more miscible at higher tem-197

peratures before the whole condensate falls apart, and the boiling transition is less evident.198

The difference between the two systems partially arises from the more favorable interaction199

between HP1α and H1 than that between HP1α and HP1β (Figure S10).200

Layered organization facilitates DNA softening and compaction201

While slab simulations combined with phase diagrams can highlight the diverse interactions202

that drive phase separation, they provide little information regarding the impact of liquid203

droplets on chromatin conformation due to our use of short DNA segments. Cellular envi-204

ronments likely mirror a single long DNA strand, the conformation of which may depend205

strongly on the contacting chromatin regulators.40 To examine whether the condensates206

studied here can compact chromatin to restrict DNA accessibility, we performed simulations207

for a 200-bp-long DNA with the presence of protein droplets. While chromatin differs from208

naked DNA due to its incorporation of histone proteins, the simulations may nevertheless209

provide insight into the impact of polymer topology on phase separation and vice versa.210

Starting from a conformation with 100 HP1 dimers positioned next to the DNA molecule,211
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Figure 6: Impact of protein droplets on single DNA conformation. (A) Illustration of the
simulation protocol for studying the impact of protein (blue) droplets on the conformation
of a 200 bp long DNA (red). (B) Snapshots from simulations of HP1α+H1+DNA mixtures,
with the H1 (green) concentration increasing from left to right. (C) Impact of H1 concen-
tration on HP1α’s participation in cluster formation. Different curves represent probability
distributions of the percentage of HP1α in the system that is incorporated into the largest
cluster formed by protein and DNA molecules. (D) Impact of LLPS on the average DNA end
to end distance (〈Ree〉). A simulated result under identical conditions but without proteins is
also included for comparison (DNA). Error bars represent standard deviations of the mean.

we performed long-timescale simulations to equilibrate the system (Figure 6A). We found212

that HP1α condensed onto the DNA (Figure S11A), resulting in a large droplet that incor-213

porates most proteins (Figure 6C). The protein droplet induced highly bent DNA configu-214

rations (Figure 6A), giving rise to a second maximum at smaller values in the distribution215

of the DNA end-to-end distance (Figure S11). Notably, similarly collapsed DNA configu-216

rations do not appear metastable upon binding of one or two HP1α dimers (Figure S12),217
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indicating the importance of a collective role by many proteins in bending the DNA. DNA218

bending by HP1α droplets has indeed been observed by Keenen et al. using single-molecule219

DNA curtain experiments.41 However, a quantitative comparison between simulation and220

experimental results may be challenging since the absolute stability of the collapsed DNA221

configuration depends on both the DNA length and the protein concentration.222

To examine how HP1α-H1 mixtures might affect DNA conformations, we performed sim-223

ulations with varying additional amounts of H1: from 100 to 6 monomers. Consistent with224

those presented in Figure 5, the single-DNA simulations also resulted in layered organi-225

zations, with DNA-bound H1 surrounding HP1 condensates (Figure 6B). However, due to226

their stronger binding affinity (Figure S6), H1 molecules essentially cover the entire DNA. At227

high concentrations, H1 can even strip HP1α away from the DNA (Figure S11A), reducing228

HP1α’s participation in droplet formation (Figure 6C).229

In addition to forming layered organizations, we noticed that introducing H1 induced230

more DNA bending. A smaller average end-to-end distance is particularly evident at lower231

H1 concentrations. By coating the DNA, H1 molecules effectively screen the repulsive in-232

teractions between nucleotides with their positive charges (Figure 6D, Figure S11B).62 Fur-233

thermore, at lower H1 concentrations, HP1α remain bound to the DNA to stabilize highly234

bent conformations through phase separation (Figure 6B, far left). Therefore, HP1α and H1235

can work collaboratively to control and condense DNA.236

Discussion237

We utilized two recently developed near-atomistic force fields39,40 to study the stability and238

structural organization of protein-DNA condensates. The simulations succeeded at resolving239

the difference in phase behaviors of three chromatin regulators and qualitatively reproducing240

experimental observations. We discovered that the stability of various condensates could be241

quantitatively captured with a surprisingly simple, linear model that accounts for protein-242
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protein binding free energy and system net charge. In addition, a ternary system that243

includes HP1α, H1, and DNA with implicit solvation phase separates at room temperature244

into condensates with a layered organization. This layered organization arises due to the245

bridging of two phases enriched with H1 and HP1 respectively by DNA molecules. Finally,246

we observed that protein condensates could affect DNA conformation, with H1 molecules247

softening the DNA while HP1α stabilizing compact structures.248

Our results have significant implications on heterochromatin organization in vivo. The249

layered droplets formed by HP1α, H1, and DNA could persist with the presence of chromatin.250

In particular, the higher DNA affinity of H1 molecules could allow them to localize to the251

interior of the chromatin fiber, where H1 binds near nucleosome dyads and with linker252

DNA.45 Meanwhile, HP1α would favor configurations closer to the exterior of the fiber,253

where it could still recognize H3K9me3 marks.63 Such a layered distribution could facilitate254

the two molecules to collaboratively soften and compact chromatin. While our focus in this255

study is on protein-DNA droplets, we hope to extend these models to chromatin structures256

in the future.257

HP1β destabilizes HP1α-DNA droplets through heterodimeriza-258

tion259

We note that the phase diagram of the ternary system, 1HP1α:1HP1β:2DNA, is not entirely260

consistent with observations made by Keenen et al.41 The authors found that HP1β can dis-261

solve HP1α-DNA droplets, suggesting less stable condensates and a lower TC for the ternary262

system compared to HP1α-DNA. However, the phase diagrams showed that the two systems263

share comparable values for TC . The discrepancy could arise from the inability of our simu-264

lations to capture heterodimerization that might occur on a much slower timescale after the265

homodimers dissociate. As suggested by Keenen et al.,41 heterodimerization could break the266

interactions that stabilize HP1α droplets. To test this hypothesis while avoiding simulat-267

ing the slow kinetics of heterodimer formation from homodimers, we performed additional268
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simulations in which the HP1 homologs were restricted in heterodimeric conformations. We269

found that the radius of gyration of the heterodimer lies in between that of HP1α and HP1β270

(Figure S13).39271

We computed the phase diagram and TC for pure heterodimers, which we denote as272

HP1α/HP1β, and their DNA mixture (Figure S14). While the condensate formed by het-273

erodimers is equally stable compared to that of HP1α and HP1β homodimers, the stability274

of the DNA mixture is significantly reduced. However, we still predicted LLPS at room275

temperature for 1HP1α/HP1β:1DNA. While this could be due to the limited resolution of276

our coarse-grained model, a more likely possibility is the use of a high DNA concentration in277

our slab simulations. We next turned to simulations with a long, single DNA (Figure S15),278

where the protein-DNA ratio is more comparable to the experimental value.41 In these sim-279

ulations, the heterodimer significantly reduced the percentage of HP1α in the largest cluster280

formed by protein and DNA molecules relative to homodimer simulations (HP1α+HP1β).281

Therefore, our simulations indeed support heterodimerization as a mechanism to destabilize282

HP1α droplets formed with DNA.283

Methods284

Near-atomistic protein-DNA force fields285

Simulating large-scale phenomena such as LLPS necessitates balancing computational ex-286

pense with model resolution. We represented protein and DNA molecules with one coarse-287

grained bead per amino acid or nucleotide. Models of similar resolutions have been widely288

used to study IDPs64–68 and protein-DNA complexes69–77 with great success. The MOFF289

force field for proteins39 and molecular renormalization group coarse-graining model (MRG-290

CG) for the DNA40 were combined together to describe protein-DNA interactions under291

implicit solvation. Each model is described briefly below, with full details provided in the292

Supporting Information (SI). An implementation of our force field can be found at the group293
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GitHub page.294

The potential energy for a protein structure r in MOFF is defined as295

UMOFF(r) = Ubackbone + Umemory + Uelectrostatics + Ucontact. (2)

The first two terms are responsible for maintaining the backbone geometry and secondary296

structures of protein molecules. Equilibrium distances and angles used in defining these297

potentials were determined from initial structures built with RaptorX.78 Uelectrostatics de-298

scribes electrostatic interactions between charged residues with the Debye-Hückle theory299

and a distance-dependent dielectric constant. The last term Ucontact is the amino acid type-300

dependent pairwise contact potential optimized to reproduce the radius of gyration for a list301

of folded and disordered proteins. In addition, for proteins with folded domains, structure-302

based potentials79 were introduced to stabilize tertiary contacts. The strength of these po-303

tentials was tuned to reproduce the root mean squared fluctuations estimated with all-atom304

simulations (Figure S1).305

The potential energy of the MRG-CG DNA model takes the form306

UDNA(r) = Ubond + Ufan + Uangle + Uelectrostatics + UEV. (3)

Ubond, Ufan, and Uangle account for local interactions among nearby nucleotides, while Uelectrostatics307

and UEV correspond to nonbonded, electrostatic interactions and the excluded volume effect.308

While the original model was parameterized with explicit ions, we switched to implicit ions309

to be consistent with the electrostatic potential defined in the protein force field. After ad-310

justing the strength of local interactions, we found that the implicit ion model succeeded in311

predicting the DNA persistence length at the physiological salt concentration (Figure S2).312

Protein-DNA interactions included electrostatic and excluded volume contributions. This313

treatment worked well at reproducing the experimental binding free energies for various314

protein-DNA complexes (Figure S3).315
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Molecular dynamics simulation details316

We carried out molecular dynamics simulations using the software GROMACS80 with a317

timestep of 10 fs.318

We used the slab simulation technique to probe the thermodynamic stability of conden-319

sates and determine the critical temperature TC .39,54,65 Via this technique, interfaces of a320

dense biopolymer phase and a dilute vapor (implicit solvent) phase were simulated at various321

possible temperatures to determine temperature-density phase diagrams. Each simulation322

lasted for two µs and Langevin dynamics was used to control the temperature. We fixed323

the total number of molecules, including HP1 dimers, H1 monomers, and dsDNA, to be324

100 for all slab simulations at different protein-DNA mixing ratios. The dsDNA used in325

these simulations is 50 bp long, a length that is short enough to avoid interactions with its326

periodic image but long enough to bind H1 and HP1. The exact protein-DNA ratios and327

temperatures of our simulations are provided in Table S1. Additional simulation details can328

be found in the SI Section: Computing phase diagrams with slab simulations.329

In addition to slab simulations, we studied the effect of protein phase separation on DNA330

conformation. These simulations began with a strand of 200-bp-long dsDNA bound to a331

droplet of 100 HP1α dimers inside a cubic box. We further introduced H1 or HP1β at332

various concentrations before carrying out ten-µs-long constant temperature simulations at333

300 K. The first one µs of these simulations were discarded for equilibration, leaving nine334

µs of data to analyze. These simulations are described in full in the SI Section: Probing the335

impact of phase separation on DNA conformation.336
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